
ECE 5675/4675 Final May 14, 2020 Name:
Final Project/Exam Honor Code
This being a take-home project a strict honor code is assumed. Each person is to do his/her own
work with no consultation with others regarding these problems. Bring any questions you have
about the project to me. This portion of the final project is due Thursday May 14, 2020, no later
than 12:00 pm. Note the final class meeting (optional) will be 8-10 AM May 13.

1.) Mth-Power NDA Carrier Phase Synchronization: In this problem you will implement and 
test an Mth power carrier recovery system for M-ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) and quadra-
ture amplitude modulation QAM. The system block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The start-

ing point for this development is the complex baseband DPLL,  cbb_DPLL_type2 , found in 
the Chapter 8b Jupyter notebook. The new function cbb_DPLL_type2_Mpower.  as shown in 

Figure 1: Mth-power carrier phase synchronization also showing the generation of a test signal.
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Listing 1 is its replacement with regard to Mth-power NDA carrier phase tracking.  Since the 

loop filter coefficients are designed outside the loop, the issue of arriving at proper gain scal-
ing to account for the Mth-power operator in the phase error detector, can be accommodated 
external to his function. To properly set the gain we can use results found in Ling Section 
5.4.6, starting on page 215 or experimentally arrive at the new value phase detector gain, , 
by plotting the s-curves under open-loop conditions. Here we will will plot the s-curves to find 
the approximate gain phase detector gain.

The phase error response of the Mth-power PD is considerably different from the carrier only
sinusoidal PD used throughout the semester. As a quick review consider the standard sinusoi-
dal PD response shown in Figure 3. The green shading depicts the s-curve portion for the in-

Listing 1: The old cbb_DPLL code inside a new function interface for Mth-power.

def cbb_DPLL_type2_Mpower(z,M,alpha1,alpha2,open_loop=False):
    '''
    theta, e_DPLL, theta_hat, t = cbb_DPLL_type2_Mpower(z,M,alpha1,alpha2,
                                                        open_loop=False)
    
    
    Mark Wickert, November 2017, May 2020
    '''    
    # Instantiate DDS and accumulator objects
    DDS1 = DDS(0.0,1.0,kc,state_init=0.0)
    acc1 = accum()
    # Design loop filter
    # For now leave the loop filter design outside to better control
    # the impact of kc (Ling) = Kp (elsewhere)
    
    # Initialize working and final output vectors
    n = arange(len(z))
    theta_hat = zeros(len(z))
    e_DPLL = zeros(len(z))
    phi = zeros(len(z))
    zz = zeros(len(z),dtype=complex128)
    # Begin the simulation loop
    for k in range(len(n)):
        # Phase detector
        zz[k] = z[k]*DDS1.output_exp()
        phi[k] = imag(zz[k]**M)
        # Form loop filter output and update accum
        y_LF = alpha1*phi[k] + alpha2*acc1.state
        acc1.update(phi[k])
        # Update DDS/phase controller
        DDS1.update(y_LF)
        # Measured loop signals
        e_DPLL[k] = y_LF
        if open_loop:
            DDS1.theta_hat = 0 # for open-loop testing
        theta_hat[k] = DDS1.theta_hat
    return zz, theta_hat, e_DPLL, phi

kd
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lock condition. For the Mth-power loop the situation is much different, as shown in Figure 4.

The most important features to note are (1) there are M stable lock points and (2) the s-curve
lock region is limited to . The fact that there are multiple stable lock points means
some means of ambiguity resolution is needed to properly convert the detected symbols back
to serial bits. 

a.) Plot the s-curve for , 4, and 8 and estimate numerically the zero crossing approxi-
mate slope, i.e., . Note  you will need to invert the plot to make the slopes con-
sistent. Also here I want you to consider just square-root raised cosine (SRC) pulse 
shaping. I suggest you will follow a procedure similar to the DPLL lab experiment and 
also similar Problem 2 of this exam. Open the feedback loop by setting the open_loop 
parameter from False to True. Listing 2 shows the details of how to generate the test sig-
nal and input it to the carrier tracking loop. The code steps the put phase over the interval -
theta_max, theta_max] and provides a plotting axis that places zero degrees at the center 
of the plot, where the zero crossing occurs.

The M-power operation creates a lot of data dependent noise know as self-noise, particu-
larly for . A Stavitzky-Golay (SG) filter is helpful in removing this noise to get a
reasonably clear plot of the s-curve. See the Jupyter notebook sample for Problem 1 for
provides more details on the SG filter available in scipy.signal. The s-curve should be
similar to the DD Phase Detector shapes from Chapter 8b notes, and also the topic of
Problem 2. Note in the rework of Problem I though seriously about swapping the order of
Problems 1 & 2. I recommend making an overlay plot of the three s-curves so you can
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Figure 3: The familiar sinusoidal phase detector characteristic for tracking an unmodulated carrier; note there is
only one stable lock point per carrier cycle and the phase error lock range is nominally  radians. 2

Figure 4: A simplified view of the Mth-power phase detector characteristic that illustrates the M stable points and the
narrow  radians phase error lock range. 2M 
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clearly see the amplitude difference and the slope differences. The SG window length
should be as small as reasonable, but must be odd. 
Listing 2: Measuring the s-curve by opening the loop and inputting a small frequency error
# Set loop parameters
M = 2
Ns = 4
BnTs = 0.005
zeta = 0.707
kc = 1.0
kd = ?
alpha1 = 4*zeta/(zeta + 1/(4*zeta))*BnTs/Ns/kc/kd
alpha2 = (zeta + 1/(4*zeta))**2*(BnTs/Ns)**2/kc/kd
print('alpha1 = %1.3e and alpha2 = %1.3e' % (alpha1,alpha2))

# Simulate MPSK or MQAM
x,b,data = dc.MPSK_bb(100000,Ns,M,'src')
# x,b,data = dc.QAM_bb(100000,Ns,'16qam','src')
n = arange(len(x))
theta_max = 100 # degrees
# Apply a very slowly changing phase error
theta = 2*(n - len(n)/2)/len(n)*theta_max
x *= exp(1j*theta*pi/180)
z = signal.lfilter(b,1,x)

# Open loop Mth-Power Simulation
zz, theta_hat, e_DPLL, phi = cbb_DPLL_type2_Mpower(z,M,alpha1,alpha2,True)

# Smooth data-dependent noise
# Using a Savitzky-Golay Filter

phi_hat = signal.savgol_filter(phi, 50001, 3) # window size 50001, poly order 3
# Plotting the smoothed s-curve
plot(theta,phi_hat)
# ylim([-1,1])
title(r'Smooth Open-Loop PhaseError Using SG Filter')
ylabel(r'Phase Error')
xlabel(r'Phase Error (deg)')

grid();

The power of the SG filter is evident in the two s-curve plots provided as examples below:
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b.) Next close the loop and initially set the loop bandwidth to  and . 
Starting with  plot the phase error transient for 10000 symbols with D_theta = 
pi/8 and D_f = 0.001. Plot the BPSK scatter plot as described in Listing 3. Verify that 
the loop has locked by virtue of the constellation containing just two clusters at approxi-
mately . Repeat for  and 8. For  and 8 it is best to rotate the con-
stellation by .

Listing 3: Scatter plot using the phase error settling point to start the plot; the symbol tim-
ing has to set manually (one of four possibilities)
# Setting parameters
M = 2
Ns = 4
BnTs = 0.005
zeta = 0.707
kc = 1
kd = ?
alpha1 = 4*zeta/(zeta + 1/(4*zeta))*BnTs/Ns/kc/kd
alpha2 = (zeta + 1/(4*zeta))**2*(BnTs/Ns)**2/kc/kd
print('alpha1 = %1.3e and alpha2 = %1.3e' % (alpha1,alpha2))

# Creating the test vector
x,b,data = dc.MPSK_bb(10000,Ns,M,'src')
# x,b,data = dc.QAM_bb(50000,Ns,'16qam','src')
# r = dc.cpx_AWGN(x,200,4)
r = x
n = arange(len(x))
# Apply frequency and phase error
D_theta = pi/8
D_f = 0.001
N_Delay = 0 #1000
y = r*exp(1j*(2*pi*D_f*n + D_theta)*ss.dstep(n-N_Delay))
# y = dc.farrow_resample(y,1.0001,1)
# y = hstack((y,zeros(len(r)-len(y))))
z = signal.lfilter(b,1,y)

# Running the closed-loop simulation
zz, theta_hat, e_DPLL, phi = cbb_DPLL_type2_Mpower(z,M,alpha1,alpha2,False)

# Plotting the phase error using the SG filter if needed
phi_hat = signal.savgol_filter(phi, 501, 3)
plot(n/Ns,phi_hat)
title(r'Carrier Phase Error $\phi[n]$ = phi')
ylabel(r'Phase (rad)')
xlabel(r'Symbols');
grid();

# A Quick eye plot
dc.eye_plot(zz[4*4000:4*4500].real,2*Ns,0);

# The scatter plot over a at at least 500 symbols
zzI,zzQ = dc.scatter(zz[4*4000:4*4500]*exp(1j*0*pi/4),4,0) # manual timing at 0
plot(zzI,zzQ,'.')
axis('equal');
title(r'Scatter Plot of MPSK')
legend((r'BPSK',),loc='best')
ylabel(r'Quadrature')
xlabel(r'In-phase')
grid();

BnTs 0.01=  0.707=
M 2=

1 j0+ M 4= M 4=
 4
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c.) If you engage the timing error via dc.farrow_resample(), the scatter plot and eye plot 
will blur, but if your gain manually apply the opposite dc.farrow_resample() operation 
the timing is restored. This verifies that the Mth-power loop is indeed NDA. Verify this to 
for the case for . Note it actually takes more than re-timing to do it right. A frac-
tional delay is needed. The NDA symbol sync can do this automatically, or dc.time_de-
lay() can do it manually.

2.) Decision Directed Phase Error Detectors (PEDs) for MPSK and MQAM: At the end of
Chapter 8b open-loop phase error characteristics are obtained for various forms of decision
directed carrier phase tracking. Earlier in 8b some numbers are given for QPSK only. In this
problem you will characterize the PED in terms of its gain slope at zero phase error and the
linear, ambiguity free, operating region. This will be a numerical calculation so it can work for
any scheme we can simulate and obtain the open-loop phase error versus the input phase error.
This type of simulation is configured at the end of Chapter 8b. This problem is divided into
two parts: (a) Finding experimental PED gain  (or  outside the Ling book) in V/rad and
(b) Verifying that in the simulation of a closed-loop system the resulting frequency step
response agrees with theoretical expectations when the appropriate value of  is included in
the loop filter calculations. 
a.) For MPSK for  and MQAM for  complete the following 

table of  values.

Here the constant  is a gain scale factor on the complex baseband modulation. In the
Chapter 8b simulation examples . Why? Suppose the AGC level is changed and the
constellation is now magnified by . It would be nice to know which PED’s are sensi-
tive to amplitude. The dark shaded entries mean do not compute. To get the result very
quickly I suggest creating a helper function that directly takes inputs from the open-loop
response arrays found in the examples at the end of Chapter 8b. Fundamentally you want
to find the derivative of the s-curve when the phase error . My
approach to this is a brute-force helper function of the form:

 def PED_gain_kd(e_phi,theta_deg,avg_int = 2):
    """

Table 1: Numerical calculation of  values.
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    Estimate the gain of the PED in V/rad given the inputs e_phi and theta_deg
    
    Mark Wickert April 2020
    """
    # We just need to find the slope of the s-curve at theta_rad = 0.
    # We can use the numpy diff() function to form the numerical derivative
    # with scaling. To find a set of indices to oaverage over use: idx =
    # nonzero(ravel(condition))[0] as you would use find() in Octave/MATLAB
    theta_rad = theta*pi/180
    YOUR CODE
    return mean(kd_vs_theta[idx]) # average over 2 degrees

In the above the average is used because the numerical derivative contains a small amount
of noise to to the random symbols used in forming the s-curve.

Finally complete the table of s-curve fundamental/spurious-free operating intervals as
 radians. Don’t worry about being super precise. The MSK results are obvious, and

MQAM can be done graphically.
b.) For  MPSK close the loop and apply a small carrier frequency step (loop is linear, 

clearly no cycle slipping), with the step applied after the initial loop start-up transient is 
gone. See the Appendix for ideas on to apply a delayed phase step. Assume that BnTs = 
0.005 and .  Trim the phase error step response from the closed loop response 
and use it in the least-squares curve fit technique of Problem 13 of the DPLL Lab, to esti-
mate the closed loop noise bandwidth and damping factor. In the Lab  was one of the 
estimated variable, so you will have use  together to form  (not a big deal).

Table 2: S-curve fundamental/spurious-free operating intervals in radians.

MPSK  (rad) MQAM  (rad)

2 4 8 16 4 16 64
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3.) RTL-SDR Capture of 100 ksps MPSK and MQAM: The RTL-SDR dongle (see http://
www.eas.uccs.edu/wickert/ece4670/lecture_notes/Lab6.pdf) was used to capture 2s and
10s data records of 100 ksps 8PSK and 16QAM digital modulation transmitted from an Ana-
log Devices ADALM-Pluto. The test setup is shown in Figure 5. Three different power levels

were transmitted from antenna-to-antenna over a very short distance. Rectangular pulse shap-
ing is employed in the cyclic buffer capability of Pluto to continuously transmit a 1023 bit m-
sequence (PN10 code).  The Tx carrier frequency was 80 MHz and the sampling rate is nomi-
nally 2.4 Msps. The RTL-SDR tuner was similarly is set to a nominal value of 80 MHz and a

Figure 5: SDR test set-up using the Pluto
SDR and the RTL-SDR.
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sampling rate of 2.4 Msps. The transceiver architecture is shown below in Figure 6. The mod-

ulation focus is 8PSK and 16QAM. When transmitting 8PSK which employs 3-bits/symbol, a
buffer of 341 symbols conveniently holds one period of the PN10 sequence. When transmit-
ting 16QAM which employs 4-bits/symbol, the transmit buffer needs to be increased to 3069
symbols, which holds 12 full PN10 periods. Note 1023 symbols would have worked too.

Pluto SDR Transmitter Configuration 

The code used to set up the Pluto transmitter is given in Listing 3. This is being provided for
references purposes only, but may be of interest if you plan to start experimenting with the
Pluto SDR. The Jupyter notebook 5675_Final_sp2020_Problem3_sample.ipynb is posted
as a ZIP file near the final exam document to serve as a workspace for Problem 3.

Listing 3: Python code used to configure the Pluto transmitter to cyclically produce 8PSK or 16QAM transmis-
sions at 80 MHz, using a 1023 bit period m-sequence. 

   import adi
# Create radio
sdr = adi.Pluto()

# Set the sample rate
sdr.sample_rate = 2400000
# Read properties
print("fs = {} Hz".format(sdr.sample_rate))

# Clear the Tx buffer
sdr.tx_destroy_buffer()

Figure 6: MPSK/MQAM transceiver using the Analog Devices ADALM-Pluto as a transmitter and the
RTL-SDR as the receiver and various software building blocks available from scikit-dsp-comm
and code provided in the Problem 3 sample Jupyter notebook.
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# Configure properties
sdr.tx_lo = 80000000
sdr.tx_cyclic_buffer = True
sdr.tx_hardwaregain = -5 # choose -5, -15, -25
sdr.gain_control_mode = "slow_attack"
# Read properties
print("TX LO = {} Hz".format(sdr.tx_lo))

# Create MPSK or MQAM
fs = sdr.sample_rate
Rs = 100000
Ns = fs//Rs
M = 8 # or 16
N_lfsr = 10
lfsr_data_8psk = dc.PN_gen(2**N_lfsr - 1, N_lfsr)
# lfsr_data_16qam = dc.PN_gen(12*(2**N_lfsr - 1), N_lfsr)
x_IQ, b, tx_data = dc.MPSK_gray_encode_bb(None,Ns,M,'rect',
                                          ext_data=int16(lfsr_data_8psk))
# x_IQ, b, tx_data = dc.QAM_gray_encode_bb(None,Ns,M,'rect',
#                                          ext_data=int16(lfsr_data_16qam))
N_frame = len(x_IQ)
iq = 2**14*x_IQ

# Send data (do this once to fill cyclic buffer and begin transmitting
sdr.tx(iq)

Pluto SDR Receiver Configuration
The Pluto receiver, although not used in this problem, can capture a frame of data sample con-
tinuously with proper buffer management. Listing 4 shows the configuration used in initial
testing for this problem. Note the same sdr object is used for both Tx and Rx.

Listing 4: Pluto SDR receiver configuration, used for diagnostics.
# Set Rx properties
sdr.rx_rf_bandwidth = 500000
sdr.rx_lo = 80000000
# Read properties
print("RX LO = {} Hz".format(sdr.rx_lo))

# Collect data
sdr.rx_destroy_buffer()
sdr.rx_hardwaregain = -10
sdr.rx_buffer_size = 10*N_frame # Arbitrarily 10 times the transmit buffer length
x = sdr.rx()
print('Rx Buffer Len = {}'.format(len(x)))

# Optionally Create a Spectrum Plot
Pxx_FM, f = ss.my_psd(x,2**10,2400)
plot(f, 10*log10(Pxx_FM))
ylim([-10, 40])
xlim([-600,600])
title(r'Received 8PSK Spectrum at High SNR')
xlabel("Frequency (kHz)")
ylabel("PSD (dBm)")
grid()

RTL-SDR Receiver Configuration
Capturing a frame of samples from the RTL-SDR is very simple as Listing 5 shows. Again the
capture process is shown for reference purposes only.  
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Listing 5: Capturing the received 8PSK and 16QAM signals using the module sk_dsp_comm.srtls-
dr_helper. 

import sk_dsp_comm.rtlsdr_helper as rtl_h
# Capture
Tc = 10
# Tc, fo=88700000.0, fs=2400000.0, gain=40, device_index=0
x_rtlsdr = rtl_h.capture(Tc, fo=80000000.0, fs=2400000.0, gain=40)

# Archive capture to a wave file
rtl_h.complex2wav('16qam_m25dB_100kbits_10s.wav',2400000,x_rtlsdr)

# Restore archive from wave file
# fs, x_rtlsdr = rtl_h.wav2complex('8psk_m25dB_100kbits_10s.wav')
fs, x_rtlsdr = rtl_h.wav2complex('16qam_m25dB_100kbits_10s.wav')

You will need to use the support function rtl_h.wave2complex to load the .wav files in the
ZIP package that were saved using rtl_h.complex2wav. The module rtlsdr_helper con-
tains the capture function used above and a streaming class tools for implementing a receiver
app in Jupyter. Both of these require that you have the pyrtlsdr package on your system.

Description of the Capture Files
Short sample records of BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK have been saved in .wav files ready to pass
into the matched filter input. Removal of additional frequency error is recommended. The files
detailed in Table 3, are complex baseband at 2.4 Msps sampling rate.

It is sufficient to work with the 2s length files, but I have made the full length files available
for any additional experimentation you might want to try. To read and load the .wav files and
convert them to complex signal arrays use rtl_h.wave2complex as shown in Listing 5.

Implementing Receiver Signal Processing
Referring now to the bottom half of Figure 6 you see blocks that implement receiver signal
processing that take the RTL-SDR complex signal samples all the way down to serial 0/1 data
bits. With proper ambiguity resolution the serial bits should be a repeating PN10 sequence.
The first pair of blocks following the RTL-SDR form an optional decimator to provide sam-
pling rate reduction. The challenge here is that the rectangular pulse-shaped signal occupies a
wide of bandwidth. The band limiting required to implement a decimator has the potential to
introduce unwanted intersymbol interference in the signal. The next block, the complex fre-

Table 3: Contents of the short and long 8PSK/16QAM capture ZIP files; each containing 
six .wav files recorded at relative Tx powers of -5 (m5), -15 (m15), and -25 (m25) 
dB.

2 s (40.3 M) and 10 s (199.4 M) Capture File Sets Each Containing Six .wav Files 

8psk_16qam_RTLSDR_2s_captures.zip 8psk_16qam_RTLSDR_10s_captures.zip
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quency translation serves as a manual automatic frequency control (AFC) or what Ling Sec-
tion 5.4.6.2 and following calls a digital frequency-locked loop (DFLL). The RF signal at 80
MHz is in theory down-converted to complex baseband (zero Hz) by the RTL-SDR front-end,
but in reality there will also be some frequency error. A simple means to estimate the fre-
quency is to use the delay and multiply estimator of Figure 7 and in code Listing 6. This is a

simple AFC  subsystem as described in Mengali and D’Andrea [1]. Again using AFC in this

problem is optional. Before moving on to the tasks for Problem 3 I provide general comments
about my experiences working with the data sets.

General Performance Comments to Consider for the Tasks

• I experimented with both the decimator and the AFC of Listing 6, but decided not to use 
either of them in my preliminary testing

• I get reasonably fast acquisition for both the symbol NDA symbol sync and the DD carrier 
phase loops; there is considerable variable over the six data sets, simply because the cap-
ture are random, meaning the symbol epoch, carrier phase, and frequency is different on 
each capture

• The total acquisition time, for both tracking loops to settle, ranges from under 500 sym-
bols to as much as 3000 symbols

• Both loop typically have some cycle slipping before pulling in; the carrier loop in particu-
lar has considerable cycle slipping, a few hundred symbols; the carrier loop can be held up 
waiting for the symbol sync to finally settle

• NDA symbol synch starting parameter values are: to 100;  but 
larger is better, but  will need to be smaller due to the latency and hence instability it 
may introduce in the loop; , , but smaller will run faster and is reason-
able if you have 24 samples per symbol

• DD carrier phase tracking starting parameter values are:  to handle fre-
quency error, with AFC the loop should be able to pull-in reliably with a smaller band-
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arg ( ){ }1
L

( )
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∑
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x[n] v̂[n]=Δf̂ [n]

Figure 7: Delay and multiply frequency estimator.

Listing 6: Delay and multiply frequency estimator using a moving average smoothing filter.

def freq_est(x,Ns=4,L=10000):
    """
    Delay and multiply frequency estimation
    
    Mark Wickert December 2017
    """
    xd = conj(signal.lfilter([0,1],1,x))
    xDM_MA = signal.lfilter(ones(L)/L,1,x*xd)
    v_hat = 2/pi/Ns*angle(xDM_MA)
    return v_hat

L 50= BnTs 0.001=
L

 0.707= Iord 3=

BnTs 0.02=
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width; 

Problem 3 Tasks
In working the following four tasks provide the following in each case:

• A constellation scatter plot after both tracking loops have settled

• Provide a plot of timing error e_tau for at least 4000 symbols

 0.707=
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• Provide a plot of timing error e_phi for at least 4000 symbols

• Note this is not phase error, but a function of it as obtained by the DD PED, denoted as 

• For  near zero we can relate  to  via the gain , i.e.,

• Estimate the symbol timing error standard deviation, , in s/

• Estimate the carrier phase error standard deviation, , in degrees, e.g.,

• Note to obtain  requires a linearity assumption mentioned above, that is we can assume 
 is small enough that 

• Demonstrate zero bit errors over at least 20000 total received bits, e.g.,

To make this work be sure to find a phase rotation by trial-and-error that will will resolve
the phase ambiguity. Differential encoding could be employed, but not    here.

gPED  n  

 n  gPED  n    n  kd

 n  gPED  n   kd

 Ts




 gPED   kd
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a.) Develop and test the receiver structure for the 8PSK signal having -5dB transmit power 
level and test as described in the six bullet points above.

b.) Develop and test the receiver structure for the 8PSK signal having -25dB transmit power 
level (substitute the -15dB if you have too much trouble getting  the -25dB to work) and 
test as described in the six bullet points above.

c.) Develop and test the receiver structure for the 16QAM signal having -5dB transmit power 
level and test as described in the six bullet points above.

d.) Develop and test the receiver structure for the 16QAM signal having -25dB transmit 
power level (substitute the -15dB if you have too much trouble getting  the -25dB to work) 
and test as described in the six bullet points above.

References

[1] Umberto Mengali and Aldo N. D’Andrea, Synchronization Techniques for Digital Receivers, 
Plenum Press, New York, 1997.

Appendix: Setting Loop Filter Parameters and Supporting Functions From 
Older Final Exams

The content below is not specifically called out in the s2020 exam, except in Problem 2b. you may
still find it helpful, so I have left it in this document.

Setting Loop Filter Parameters
For testing the symbol sync and carrier phase tracking loops of Problem 2 I have supplied some
useful functions in the module synchronization.py. These functions were originally written for
MATLAB testing of the algorithms. When the code was translated to Python some changes made
in how things were set up. First understand that the loop filter is slightly different from the one we
have been using most of the semester. The accumulator is implemented without the extra delay
and variable names are different, i.e.,

 instead of 

In both the symbol and synchronization functions the loop constants  and  are set once you
input  and  using the approximate formulas

where  is the one-sided loop noise equivalent bandwidth in Hz, related to  for the type 2
loop via
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,

 is the sampling period in the loop,  is the symbol period, and ,
the approximate number of samples per symbol. Note, approximate due to the fact that the sam-
pling clock is aynchronous with the incoming symbol clock. The parameters  and  are the
VCO (actually direct digital synthesize (DDS) or numerically controlled oscillator (NCO)) gain
and the phase detector gain respectively. Note in the original MATLAB code a separate function
managed the calculation of the loop parameters for both synchronization algorithms. With the
Python version these calculations are now embedded in each of the functions.

Support Functions for Testing Step Response
For testing of both algorithms it would be nice to quickly verify that the closed-loop step response
is as you intend for a given design requirement, i.e., does the closed loop step response match the-
ory for a linear second-order type II PLL having an integrator with lead correction loop filter?
When specifying a loop design it is common to give the quantity , the fractional
loop bandwidth relative to the symbol rate, and the damping factor . 

Applying a Time Delay Step to the Matched Filter Output: To verify that the NDA symbol
synch tracking loop is properly calibrated in terms of the loop transient response, the function
time_step() is very helpful. This function takes as an input the matched filter output at Ns sam-
ples per symbol and returns an Ns samples per symbol waveform with the step embedded. To
introduce a time step in the waveform time_step samples are removed from the waveform in z
starting at sample time offset Nstep. A good testing value for Ns = 4 is time_step = 1, which cor-
responds to a time step of one quarter symbol or .
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The function listing from synchronization.py:

A quick example:

A time of 1/4 symbol is applied starting at 3000 symbols into the simulation. The delay of 3000 is
arbitrary, but depending upon the loop speed of response, the idea is to insure all tracking loop
start-up transients have died away before introducing this calibrated step.

Applying a Carrier Phase Step to the Matched Filter Output: To verify that DD carrier phase
tracking loop is properly calibrated in terms of the loop transient response, the function phase_-
step() is very helpful. This function takes as an input the matched filter output at Ns samples per
symbol and returns one samples per symbol with a phase step (rotation of z) applied. To introduce
a phase step in the waveform a rotation of theta_step radians is applied to the output one sample

 def time_step(z,Ns,t_step,Nstep):

    """

    z_step = time_step(z,Ns,time_step,Nstep)

    

    Create a one sample per symbol signal containing a time

    step Nsymb into the waveform.

    

            z = complex baseband signal after matched filter

           Ns = number of sample per symbol

    time_step = in samples relative to Ns

        Nstep = symbol sample location where the step turns on    

       z_step = the one sample per symbol signal containing the phase step

    

    Mark Wickert July 2014

    """

    z_step = np.hstack((z[:Ns*Nstep], z[(Ns*Nstep+t_step):], 

np.zeros(t_step)))

    return z_step

 figure(figsize=(6,4),dpi=100)

x,b,data = dc.MPSK_bb(10000,4,4,'src')

n = arange(len(x))

y = dc.farrow_resample(x,1.0005,1)

z = signal.lfilter(b,1,y)

z_step = pll.time_step(z,4,1,4000) # step 1/4 symbol starting at 4000

zz,e_tau = pll.NDA_symb_sync(z_step,4,100,0.001,zeta=0.707, I_ord=3) #cubic 

interp

plot(e_tau[:10000]) # plot the timing error

title(r'Timing Error')

ylabel(r'TED Output $g(\tau)$')

xlabel(r'Symbols')

ylim([-.25,.25])

grid();
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per symbol waveform z_rot starting at sample time offset Nstep. For QPSK a good testing value
is phase_step = pi/8, which is within the operating range of the phase detector characteristic
(notes Chapter 8b).

The function listing from synchronization.py:

A quick example:

The output z_rot is one sample per symbol with a phase step rotation applied starting at 500 sym-
bols into the simulation.

 def phase_step(z,Ns,p_step,Nstep):

    """

    z_rot = phase_step(z,Ns,theta_step,Nsymb)

    

    Create a one sample per symbol signal containing a phase rotation

    step Nsymb into the waveform.

    

             z = complex baseband signal after matched filter

            Ns = number of samples per symbol

    theta_step = size in radians of the phase step

         Nstep = symbol sample location where the step turns on

         z_rot = the one sample symbol signal containing the phase step

    

        Mark Wickert July 2014

    """

    nn = np.arange(0,len(z[::Ns]))

    theta = np.zeros(len(nn))

    idx = np.where(nn >= Nstep)

    theta[idx] = p_step*np.ones(len(idx))

    z_rot = z[::Ns]*np.exp(1j*theta)

    return z_rot

 figure(figsize=(6,4),dpi=100)

x,b,data = dc.MPSK_bb(10000,4,4,'src')

n = arange(len(x))

z = signal.lfilter(b,1,x)

z_rot = pll.phase_step(z[0:],4,pi/8,500) # downsample by Ns = 4 included

z_prime,a_hat,e_phi,theta_h = pll.DD_carrier_sync(z_rot,4,0.1,0.707,0)

plot(e_phi[:1000]) # plot the timing error

title(r'Phase Error')

ylabel(r'PD Output $g(\phi)$')

xlabel(r'Symbols')

#ylim([-.25,.25])

grid();
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Unit Normalized Step Response for Type II Loops
The previous two functions aid you in obtaining the step response of the symbol tracking and car-
rier phase tracking loops, respectively, well away from any start-up transients. The function
type2_phi_error() allows you to easily overlay a plot of the theoretical step response at a corre-
sponding symbol sample delay of Nsymb, theoretical BnTs value, and damping factor zeta. The
function output to variable phi is:

with  and

.

Notice samples are taken at s intervals.

The function listing:

 t  e
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 def type2_phi_err(Nstart,Nsymbs,BnTs,zeta):

    """

    phi,nphi = type2_phi_err(Nstart,Nsymbs,BnTs,zeta)

    

    The theoretical closed-loop error response to a unit step input 

    

    Nstart = Where on the time axis n, in symbol samples, to plot the

             theoretical step response

     Nsymb = How many samples in symbols to plot the step response beyond

              Nstart.

      BnTs = time bandwidth product of loop bandwidth and the symbol period,

             thus the loop bandwidth as a fraction of the symbol rate.

      zeta = loop damping factor

    

       phi = unit normalized phase error

      nphi = the corresponding symbol samples axis to use when plotting phi

    Mark Wickert July 2014, Python conversion December 2017

    """

    n = np.arange(0,Nsymbs)

    wnTs = 2*BnTs/(zeta+ 1/(4*zeta))

    phi = exp(-zeta*wnTs*n)*(cos(wnTs*n*sqrt(1 - zeta**2)) - \

          zeta/sqrt(1-zeta**2)*sin(wnTs*n*sqrt(1 - zeta**2)))

    nphi = n + Nstart

    return phi,nphi 
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A quick example:

 figure(figsize=(6,4),dpi=100)

phi,nphi = type2_phi_err(3000,5000,0.005,0.707)

plot(nphi,phi) # scale as needed, even negative 

grid();


